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Lowering of drop/add fees would cost $31,000

By RON WUKESON
(ioardla-1 Staff Writer
Wright State could lose $31,000 if drop fees are lowered, the Student Affairs
Committee said yesterday as they discussed tentative plans to reduce the fee to a
sum that would more closely reflect the cost of processing the paperwork involved.
According to a study by Wayne Peterson, director of student information
systems. 72.6 percent of the students dropping classes only dropped one course.
The study, based on figures from fall quarter of this year and including students
whose names begin with D through Z, listed 2.4% students as having dropped
classes.
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE CHAIREK Stephen Renas said if the
University were to change the drop fee and assess $5 for dropp». 6 one class and an
additional $5 for more than one class, the university would lose 36.34 percent of its
revenues from the fee.
Projecting that percentage loss on the figure of $86,000, the amount gained from
the fee last year, the university could lose $31,2S2. "That assumes the decrease of
the drop fee doesn't increase the number of students dropping," said Renas.
"I fail to see how it (the loss) could be that high." said Associate Professor of
History Allan Spetter. "The sheer volume of students each (consecutive) quarter
should be less," he added, noting that fall quarter typically has the highest
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enrollment. Subsequent quarters, said Spetter. should see a corTespondirgdecrease
in class drops.
"BY SPRING IT'S A SHARP drop-olT from fall." said Spetter. who felt the
$31.000 figure "might be more like $25.COO or less."
Student Caucus Education Representative Bambi Barth pointed out that the
estimated loss percentages were calculated from data gathered this year, but
projected on dollar figures from last year.
"I really think we need to see more figures." said Birth. who indicated that Fall
quarter "could have been an unusual quarter."
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT Joanne Risacher suggested the
possibility that the study's statement that it used "all students with V»st names
D-Z" might be a typographical error. Risacher said the the names did legin with
D. thuscutting A through C. she would like to know why.
Student Affairs Committee agreed to postpone the formulating of a proposal to
drop fees until Renas could have a more complete study done. The study should
include figures from the current winter quarter as well as fall and projected losses
should be based on how last year's revenues would have been reduced under the
tentative fee change.
Renas told the committee, that while WSU has the highest drop/fee in the state,
only four other state universities have lower general and instructional fees.
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L.A. faculty calls for review
By CHIPP SWINDLER
Guardian Associate Editor

la this the hole or not? A itodem attempts to open a lucier In
the tunnel* while the
strike energy cutbacks continue

The liberal Arts Faculty Senate yesterday approved a resolution calling for "a system for the
periodic review of administrative
performance at all levels of this
University."
The resolution, moved by
Robert Adams, associate professor and chairman of the political
science department, calls for the
Steering Committee of the Academic Council to "prepare immediately" the evaluation system. It also asks that the system
be implemented "this academic
ye&r and in succeeding years as
the instrument of evaluation shall
require."
"THE MOTION was prompted
by the views r>f an ad hoc group
of faculty." said Adams. He said
it was thr "result of i very
ierioiis set ol circumstances."
:»<er.ifiS to last Tuesday's faculty meeting at which there was a
vote of no-confidence in Dr.
Andrew Spiegel, WSU executive
vice-president, proves; and treasurer.
"We should lake advantage o{
the situation, and move MI to a
type of
that will

New cruisers to end problems
By GAYLO'1 VICKERS
Guardian Staff Writer
Two 1178 Nova police cruiscrs
are scheduled to arrive sometimat the end of March to replace
cruisers which Wright State officers say are "falling apart."

proximately $5,600. said Ronnki
Oldiges. associate director for
purchasing and transportation
services.

Several officers say the cruisers now in use are independable
and do not provide adequate
protection to the University. One
The Novas are to replace a officer said. "On »n emergency
run (of about a quarter mile) the
1974 Plymouth with 90.000 miles
on the odometer, and a 1975 dang thing stalled out twice on
Plymouth with 56,607, according me."
Carl Sims, assistant director </t
to WSU Lt. Charles Lee.
THE CRUISERS will cost ap- securitv. feels, "'! don't thin.V our

ability to protect the students
hinges oti whethet we have a car
available or not." but went on to
say. " W e can do it mtich more
effectively and rffkiently with t
cai "
HS NOTED that while high
speed chases are discouraged. cases still exist where close
distance to a fleeinp car must be
maintained while notifying other
police agencies
In such a case Sims thought
(See 0!.l) CRUISERS,' page .»)

prevent that from happening
again." said Adams. "The vote
showed faculty frustration, discontent and concern." he added.
Much of the discussion on the
resolution centered around the
full faculty meeting.
"A FACULTY meeting is not
the best forum for validating
charges of that type," said
Adams,
Charles Berry, associate pro-

fessor of history, said. "The
meeting was an expression of the
faculty views in an honest way."
Allen Spetter, associate professor of history, questioned
whether the resolution ought to
be directed at the Steering
Committee.
"We're placing a heavy burden on the Steering Committee
which they possibly would not
(Set L.A. FACULTY.1 page 3)

Tradition to be changed
By HEATH MACAI.PINE
Guardian Staff Writer
"One thing I've learned is that
you don't mess with tradition.
When you do, people start putting you up against walls." said
Cauc-js Chairer George Sideras
of a proposed change in ihe garb
worn by the marshal!; nt commencement
ceremonies
at
Wrigtit State.
In yesterday's meeting of the
Steering Committee of the Academic Council, (he board n e n bers indicated that thty were
satisfied »ith the arrangement.
This change would invoice the
present long and green acade, vs
hood. Instead ol' the current
version, t shorter, modified hood
•«ould be used.
The committee also discussed
a recommendation by the Tenure
Removal Committee for two faculty members to obtain seats on
their committee. The Steering
Committee had no objections to
the recommendation of Tsing

Yuan, associate professor of history and George D'mopoullos.
professor and chairman of biological sciences, to fill those
sr ats.
The Steering Committee also
discussed a Faculty Affairs Committee memorandum recommending that Wright State join
the Ohio Faculty Senate. The
committee decided to ask Faculty
Affairs what type of apportionment Wright State weuld receive
on the Senate and how tht
representatives would be selected before a decision is made.
Also discussed at the meeting,
was the possibility of combining
both the B and C parking lots. It
was poitrted out 'hat classified
employees, such as secretaries,
might object to this change.
These employees, said one
committee nember. are currently
able to find a parking space if
they arrive early enough but
might no: be able to do so if the
lots were combined.

thursday
weather

Clouding over today with rein or snow in the south and snow i*i
the north by evening. Highs in the 30s. Snow tonight. Lows in the
teens and mid 20s. Snow ending tomorrow. Highs tomorrow in the
20s and 30s.
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Ohio celebrates birthday

CHILL1COTHE. Ohio (UP1)Wednesday's legislative activity
started with a prayer, featured
some lively debate and was
sprinkled with election-year politicking as part of the Ohio
General Assembly's recognition
of the state's 175th birthday.
"We have come back to Chillicothe where we were born."
said Sen. Oliver Ocasek, D-AkrooTHE HEV. CARLTON N. Weber began the day at a prayer
breakfast at the 136-year old
Trinity Methodist Church.
Weber said the separation of
church and state was integral to
the constitutional process, but
there was "no separation between spiritual values and the
way government is conducted."
The celebration then moved to
the Ross County Court House,
whose foundation includes a
stone from the original 1803
State Capitol, for a joint session.
About 110 of the 132 legislators

were present. Visitors were sixdeep in the rear of the chamber.
PARKED ACROSS the street
was a "Kurfess for Governor"
campaign van. Napkins next Vo
complimentary coffee urns carried the state seal and the name of
the donor: State Auditor and
candidate for reelection Thomas
Ferguson.

United Preu. International

A group of pensioned and
disabled
miners
Wednesday
burned copies of the tentative
coal contract during a meeting of
United Mine Workers members
in eastern Ohio and vowed to set
up picket lines at mines if the
contrail is approved
The burning of the contract
took place at the UMW District 6
headquarters in Dillas Bottoms
near Belaire. Ohio, during a
meeting of about 500 miners and
UMW local officials called to
discuss the contract

"The pensioners said if this
contract did go through they
would be standing in front of
each mine, representing their
local, to pull them out." said one
miner at the meeting.
MANY OF THE miners a
ttending the meeting said they
were opposed to the pact and will
vote against it.
MANY OF THE miners attend
ing the meeting said they were
opposed to the pact and w ill vote
against it
"It stinks." said Francis
Hanskv. a member of Local 2262

CLEVELAND (UPI) The North
American Coal Corp. announced
Wednesday it will not reopen its
Jensie Mine in eastern Ohio,
charging that U.S. Environmental Protection Agency regulations
"are literally forcing Ohio coal
out of the market."
The Jensie Mine, located near
Amsterdam and Berghol/. hail
operated. under North American
C oal since 1959
"MOST OHIO utilities are
electing to purchase out of state
low sulfur coal rather than install

costly, inefficient and unreliable
scrubbers in order to comply w ith
regulations of questionable value
when all factors are weighed,"
said Otis Bennett Jr.
The mine employed 271 people. with an annual payroll of
S4.25 million.
Regretfully, this mine closure
«ill have a serious local economic
impact, particularly affecting the
Ohio communities of Amsterdam
and Berghol/, w) -re many of imt
Jensie employees fiv;," Heine.t
said

Gov. James A. Rhodes praised
the state in a nine-minute speech
uninterrupted by applause, then
lawmakers split into the House
and Senate for business sessions.
About the only two things
different from regular activity in
Columbus were legislators being
allowed to drink coffee on the
floor of their respective chamber
and the absence of the electronic
vote tallv board in the House.
IT TOOK four minutes for
House Clerk Richard Murray to
call the names of each of the 99
representatives.
"This is a lot more exciting

than 25 years ago." said Sen.
Oakley C. Collins. D-lronton. one
of four state lawmakers who were
members of the General Assembly 25 years ago which met under
similar circumstances in Chillicothe.
Some lawmakers took pictures
on the floor. Each of them
roundly praised Ross County
officials who arranged the events
and hosted the Legislature at a
noon luncheon.
"It is because of legislators
like Myrl Shoemaker that Ohio's
growth and prosperity is assured," said House Speaker Vernal
G. Riffe, Jr. in praise of the
representative who has served
Ross county for nine tercis.
"IT WAS VERY appropriate
for the day. It captured the
spirit." said Riffe of Rhodes'
speech recounting the pioneer
spirit which enabled the first
settlers of the Northwest Territory to curve Ohio out of the
wilderness in 1803.

Miners bum over new contract

EPA forces mine closing

of North American Mine No. 9 at
Powhattan Point. Ohio. "That's
the truth. My vot'. is no. The
pensioners did burn those contracts and they are definitely
with us."
"We could have accepted the
old contract with a substantial
raise. But they took too many
things away from us in this
contract They took our health
and welfare card. Now we pay
the first $150 of a doctor or
hospital bill."
"THE PREVAILING mood in
there the meeting is that nobodylikes it. The contract has provisions that are very disturbing. The
company could weed him out and
put somebody in there who
Uoens't give them any hassles."
Hanskv also cited what lie
called inequities in the pension
funds, stating there were three
separate funds—for miners who
retired before 1950. (hose who
retired before 1974 and a new
fund in the present contract
The contrail will b? presented
to the 50 individual locals in
District 6 with ratification votes
scheduled for thi*- weekend.
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The World
f r o m U n i t e d Press I n t e r n a t i o n a l

Troops quell riot
MANUGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) - National Guard troops launched ter
gas grenades today against crowds of Indians playing flutes and
befting war drums in a demonstration against the regime of
president Anastasio So mora.
First reports said five persons were injured, one of them a
woman, in the clash in the populous Indian village of Subtiava near
Leon, northwest of Mangua.
CROWDS IN SUBTIAVA also burned seven buses owned by a
high army official and a beer storage warehouse owned by
Economy Minister Roger Blandon. Other Indians took over the
Godoy airport, occupying 20 hangars and preventing the takeoff of
planes, most of which were crop dusters.
Political leaders opposing Somoza called for a 24-hour general
strike today to protest the shooting Monday night of three students
in a National Guard attack against Ruben Dario University in
Manague.
The call for a strike was issued by the Democratic Union for
Liberation, a coalition of opposition political parties and labor
unions which led the recent two-week strike that crippled up to 80
percent of the Nicaraguaii economy.
AT LEAST 34 persons have died in three days of civil strife,
which includ •d attacks on troops by masked rebel Indians,
bombings, student demonstrations and retaliatory raids by the
National Guard.
Nicaragua has been torn by violence since the Jan. 10
assassination of anti-Somoza newspaper publisher Pedro Joaquin
Chamorro Jan. 10. His death ignited rioting, sporadic guerrilla
attacks and ?peated calls for Somoroa's resignation by labor,
political and business leaders.

Rape victim avenged
RAWALPINDI. Pakistan (UPI) - More than 100,000 angry
Pakistanis bent on revenge turned out at a race course today 59
witness the public flogging of a 27-year-old bachelor who raped a
7-year-old girl seven months ago.
Mohammad Sabir. a mill worker, was recentiy convicted of the
crime and sentenced to 10 years in prison and i5 lashes with a
cane for the rape of Mussarat Yasmin, a neighborhood girl whom
he lured into his home last August.
• "WHAT IS THE USE of inflicting 15 lashes if he cannot die."
screamed people in the crowd as Sabir was beaten by a jail guard
with a uooden cane. The cane had been soaked in mustard oil over
the pas', several days to increase the pain of the beating through
the aodity that crept into Sabir's wounds.
Sa Mr - as lashed to a wooden stand with his back covered by a
sheet The jail guard backed up to a considerable distance before
each whack, then ran full force at Sabir to deliver the blows.
At the end of the 15 lashes, Sabir's ligs refused to support him
and he was bleeding profusely.

Plane burts into flames

Students:
Advertise your books FREE in the
DAILY GUARDIAN
That's right!
THE DAILY GUARDIAN in conjunction with
Student Caucus will be running a
full page of YOUR books for sale.
To get involved come to the
Student Caucus or GUARDIAN
office and fill out a form.
Book sales will be run the last week
of winter quarter-lst week of spring

IOS ANGELES CJPil A Continental Airlines DC-10 ran off a
runway at l»s Angeles International Airport today and burst into
flames
Ten Los Angeles city fire rescue ambulances and additional
ambulances from nearby lnglewood were sent to the airport and an
evacuation hciicopier was requested.
THERE WAS NO immediate information on injuries.
A spokesman tor the airport said the plane ran off the end of
runway 2 4 1 It was not known if the plane was taking off or
landing.

It s enough to keep you in hot water
Pay Utility bills with what you can
earn monthly t>y donating plasma

p plasma alliance
»6S Helena St. 224-197J

7 am daily plus
rsentng* M-Th

Old cruisers falling apart
(continued from page I)
"ll would be questionable wheth
er or not we (WSU police) could
respond successfully" driving
the old cruisers.
Sims said the present cruisers
have been in the motor pool
garage "much more often than
they should be." Lee noted some
police cars have been out of
service for "nearly a week" at a
time.
According to Sims, the declining state of the cars has been a
gradual process, with it worsening a month and a half to two
months ago.
A WSl' mechanic explained.
"When you have four or fiv;
people using one car you can't
really maintain a car that way."
as the car doesn't get a chance to
adjust to any single driving style.
Other problems associated
with University use of the present cruisers are the "low speeds
and idling time which put hard
miles on the car." according to
Sims. One officer felt the miles

LA. faculty

(continued from page 1)
welcome." he said, adding that
the committee members are presently involved in the preparation
of next year's budget, which is
requiring much of their time.
"OUR FEELING was that the
Steering Committee was the
place to go. " said Adams. "They
can farm out the work as they see
fit."
The resolution will now be
lorwarded to Jacob Dorn. vicepresident of the WSU faculty.
In other business, the liberal
Arts faculty approved a recommendation from the Black Staff
ing Committee that the committee's name be changed to the
Minority Staffing Committee.

on the odometer should be multiplied by three to get actual
engine use.
Resale value and maintenance
costs are other problems since
the present cruisers are constantly requiring repairs and "its
impractical to maintain them."
Sim explained.
ALL THESE factors were taken
into consideration by Oldiges,
who set up new guidelines for
vehicle replacement.
The new guidelines are based
on "how and where the vehicles
are being used" and when the
best time is to get the highest
resell value on the used vehicles,
according to Oldiges.

This system, he said, will be
substituted for the former policy
of replacing Security's vehicles
every four years with a policy to
replace the vehicles every 60.000
miles.
OLDIGES FELT this will result
in new cruisers every two years
for Security. Such a policy will
bring WSU in line with other
campus police groups, like Ohio
State University.
>SU Business Services Officer
Dave Fillhart said OSU replaces
their cruisers every two years,
but added. "Normally what we
put on them is 45.000 to 48.000
miles."
OSU is currently using Ford
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LTD It's, but Fillhart expressed
an interest in the Novas as a
police cruiser. He said there
were some complaints with space
problems in the Novas
ACCORDING TO C apt Clyde
Morgan of the Kettering Police
Dept , which uses the Nova as a
cruiser, the main problems his
officers have complained about
have been an uncomfortable
slant to the bench front seal.
He also said. "An adult would
have trouble with his knees in
the back seat."
WSU plans to avoid these
problems by buying cruisers with
bucket scats and a tilt steering
wheel, explained Sims He also

noted that since the back seats of
WSU ciuisers get little use the
space problem is "not a major
concern."
"WE'RE GETTING away from
the Plymouths which were gasgu«lers." said Sims. The Novas
are expected to save on gas since
they are .150 V8-s with two
barrels.
Oldiges felt the Novas should
also save the University ii maintenance costs. He
the
Plymouth cruisers "have reached
the end of their useful life." and
went on to say. "Considering
how they were used. I think my
mechanics have done a heck of a
job keeping them running."

Could you pass this Red Cross swimming test?
SWIM:
1. Breastsiroke - 100 Yds.

2. Sidestroke—100 Yds.
3. ('rawl stroke —100 Yds.

4. Back crawl - 50 Yds.
5.
6.
7.
8.
'),
10.

On back (legs only) — 50 Yds.
Turns (on from, back. side).
Surface d i v e - u n d e r w a t e r swim 20 Ft.
Disrobe float with clothes 5 nuns.
I.ong shallow dive.
Running front dive.

11. 10-minute swim.

Anybody who's taken a Red ( j o s s swim course knows
how tough it can be. There's a good reason.
We believe drowning is a serious business.
Last year alone, we taught 2,589.205 Americans not
to drown - in (he seven different swim courses we offer
all across the country. (Incidentally, most of the teaching —
as with almost everything American Red Cross does —
is done by dedicated volunteers.)
A good many of the youngsters not only are learning
to keep ihemiclrcs safe. T h o u s a n d s upon thousands of
them are learning to become lifesavers.
And the life ihey save — may be your own.
i This Newspaper &

AO

Sorority to
raise funds
for scholarships
Members of the WSU collegiate and Dayton alumnae
Phi Mu chapters will be joining collegiate and alumnae
members of Phi Mu national
sorority Throughout the United States in contributing
pennies to Phi Mu's Alpha
Memorial Fund. This year on
March 4. the date of the
sorority's founding. each
member will give one penny
for each of the 12b years sinfc
Phi Mu's founding in 1852 at
Wesleyan Colleage in Macon.
thousands of dollars in
Scholarships and Loans have
been awarded through this
fund and through Phi Mu's
non-profit Phi-Mu Foundation, assisting many Phi
Mu's. both collegians and
alumnae in completing their
college education and in working towards advanced degrees.
This year, the local chapter's Founder''" Day observance is scheduled for 12
noon. Saturday. March 4 at
the Yankee Tavern Restaurant There w ill be a v ?ial
hour and luncheon followed
by the Founder's Day ceremony.

Red Cross
is counting
on you.
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Chilly season
for due process
The Winter Quarter of 1978 may he remembered by the students
and faculty of Wright Slate as a "chilly' season for both
commuters and due process. Though the snow " continues to fall,
it is time for the Wright State community to seriously confront the
diatribes and malicious allegories that have been levied against the
University 's Vice-President. Dr. Andrew Spiegel.
Last week s faculty mandate of no-confidence is claimed by the
motion's supporters to present a message "not equivocal" to the
Hoard of Trustees that Spiegel cannot continue. What is "not
equivocal" is the vagueness of the reasons precipitating the vole.
To this date, no complaints have been tiled with the Faculty
Affairs Committee by Spiegel s critics, instead they prefer to speak
in innuendos and vague promises of "documented evidence"—
"evidence" that can only be presented before a duly appointed
investigative committee. How. pray tell do they propose that a
committee can be appointed without a formal charge? It would
seem patiently offensive to the most rudimentary precepts of
fairness and due process to publically attack Spiegel, while
concurrently obstruting the only mechanism for the determination
of the truth. Allegory does not speak louder than action.

ByR L. Metcalf

Punk&rastas : something to say

Akron's action right

Akron 's approval of the ordinance to control abortions shows
that there are some, few though they may be. who are still
concerned about the unmerciful slaughters of millions of unborn
humans that goes on yearly in the United States.
The ordinance was met with much opposition and the American
Civil liberties Union tACLU) is already planning to challenge the
law in court at the earliest possible date.
Under the provisions of the new ordinance, all methods will be
employed to save the life of the aborted child and two physicians
must be on hand, one of which will be called upon to assist in the
endeavor. While the chances of an embryo surviving are minimal
since most abortions occur in the early weeks of pregnancy, we
still see Akron's decision a- a wise one reflecting an attitude of
concern for both mother and child.
The law also provides for the mother to know the results of the
abortion and a 24-hour delay between the time the woman
consents to have the abortion and the actual operation. This kind
of ' cooling out' period may allow for more consideration before
having the abortion Many women end their unwanted pregnancies
through abortions, believing it is the right thing under the
circumstances, but later regret it often with severe psychological
problems resulting Perhaps the chance for consideration will lead
a lessened number of unborn human beings killed.
In many countries where abortions are legal, such as the Soviet
Union. It has become the most popular means of birth antral.
Even in New York State where abortions were legalized suveral
years ago. there were more abortions than births last year. The
solution to birth control should not be to rid oneself of a life tVAtt it
has been conceived. Birth control implies prevention, not reaction.
While Akron s ordinance probably will not cut down significantly
the incidences of abortions, it will at least alhw for a real effort to
save the murder of an innocent being. It is a step in the direction,
and could be the stepping stone for other cities' passages of
similar laws.
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Rock Follies, a British television scries,
concluded its second run on Channel 16 (PUS)
last Saturday. It is a wildly funny satire on the
music business, but it is somewhat painful to
anyone who identifies with Devonia. the
romantic idealist portrayed by Julie Coving
ton.
It is Dee w ho is the most talented member of
the Little l adies, a tree-woman rock group. As
they arc told by a record company executive
that class is passe, they make compromise
upon compromise. It is Dee who fights to keep
the integrity of the group, and it is Dee who
suffers most * hen the band is betrayed.
DESPITE THE cynical message of Rock
Follies, it is difficult for some of us. like Dec.
to reliq-jish our hold on our romantic notions of
the power of the Rock Music (as Dee called it),
even in these troubled times when thirty-nine
songs out of the Top 40 arc indistinguishable
from one another.
From the days of Chuck Berry, the Rock
Music has always been a musical fo.-m young
people (young at-heart, I should say. in view of
the pair of great-grandparents 1 saw hopping
away at the Eddie Money/Gary Wright concert
earlier this month) identify with; h -expresses
our desires, emotions, and lifestyle, or aequaints us with those of others.
As Dylan shifted , jars freai folk to rock, ne
brought to rock an aijicct which had been a
part of folk for •cart: social protest. The
tradition has been carried on by Cr>sby. Stills
Nash and Young. John Lettnon, Country Joe
McDonald, Todd Rutidgren. John Price and
many others.
Ml'CII Of this music, however, dates back
to the Sixties ana earl" Seventies,. One music
fanatic went so far as to say. "I know n sounds
terrible, but there is one thing I miss -.'.xut the
Vietnam war. There are no good protest songs
anymore!" His statement holds true for much
of American music. !>ul there are two forms of
protest music rising from very different tradi
tions outside the U.S.: Reggae and Punk
R°gg»' was originated by the Jamaican
Rastafur>n cult, the rastas' music cries out
against injustices and political corruption. A

well-known example is Bob Marlcy's I Shot the
Sheriff, made popular by Eric Clapton. Most
Americans or Britons who borrow from the
rastas' musical tradition only produce a paie
shadow of what true reggae is-representing it
as reggae music is similar to playing the
Hollvridgc Strings' versions of Lennon-McCartney material and calling it Beatles music. Rare
performers, such as Country Joe. ; 'ay reggae
with i:s political implications--and soul-intact.
Punk music is British youths' reaction to
their- and their country's-smali hopes for a
future. Many of them are on welfare or work at
menial jobs, and they realize they will not be
any better off in the future. They tre
expressing their disgust through their violent,
nihilistic music. Although the Sex Pistols-now
disbanded-arc best known to Americans, there
arc many other British punk bands: the
Stranglers, ,ie Dead Boys, the Clash, and
many others with less printable names. As with
reggae, much of the music inspired by punk
imitates only a beat and contains little of the
spirit.
WE DO have native performers who are
attempting to speak out on petty infatuations
and hangnails of the hearf. Tood Rundgrer. and
Utopia took on modern civilization in their
latest album. Oops.' Wrong Planet. Randy
Newman *nd Warren Zcvon have satirized the
American way of life in their music. Eddie
Morr-y's debut .'Ihum included such songs as
"Jealousies." which sums up his pacifist
'ocais.
Ir. an inte-view earlier this month, Mor.ev
staled, "Music is a vehicle for political
statements and ! think it suould be used more
often... 1 believe in what New Wave is
aaying-'hey, we're all growing up »nd there's
no jobs tor us. we ain't got no money, and we
got nowhere ;« livi- but a stucco house in South
London...' it's a very angry world." He has
been quoted as claiming a kinship with reggae.
The members of his band, he has said, "arc all
rasta men at heart, they smoke de herb aioc.
alid dey drink de beer."
» is true thai the majority may not appreciate
(Sec •RASTAS,' page 8)

Grammatical
errors in pronoun-antecedent
To the editor
Your editorial advocating college proficiency examinations
("Testing for teaming," February 2.1) proves its argument in a
most convincing way: i! is mispunctuated in several placcs

("peoples' faui!." for example),
it is awkwardly phrased ("colleges should step up on their
entrance standards")-, and it contains a glaring grammatical enwr
in pronoun-antecedent agreemcai ("before the person enters

college they can better prepare
themselves"). I wish you lots of
luck in your search for reporters
(and editorial writers) who can
tell a noun from a verb.
Martin Maner
department of English

By EL Stager
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McDonald's meal enjoyable except for Klutz

Students who live on a budget
rarely get the chance to go out
for dinner at an expensive restaurant unless Mom and Dad
spring for it or unless they are
dating a wealthy person. With
this in mind, it seems only
rational that the type of resteu
rant to be reviewed for a collegc
newspaper should be inexpensive

and easily accessible. What restaurant fits this description better than McDonald's?
Throughout the past years of
my life. I have frequented Mc
Donald's very often and have
sampled every item on their
menu. Parts of my body are
turning into Egg McMuffins, and
my ribs are now golden arches.

LAST WEEK, I dined with a
party of four at the McDonald's
on Wilmington Pike in Kettering.
It is a very nice restaurant
decorated with plants and pictures of the McDonaldland citizens. Kathy, our waitress, was
very helpful and patient; she
even placed a mat on our trays.
McDonald's offers a good van

Ebony Singers develop own style
By LOR A LEWIS
(luardian Special Writer
"I would say, anyone who
is interested in Black contemporary gospel or singing...
should come check out the
group," said Patricia Edwards. President of the Ebony
Majestic Singers.
The Ebony Majestic Singers
have been together for two
years, performing around the
Dayton area.
IT CONSISTS of 15 fulltimc

WSl) students, both male and
female "It's about half and
half, but we have more girls."
explained Edwards. We are
a non Department of Music
singinf, group.
We rehearse in the University Cafeteria between ':30
and 9:30 on Wednesday," she
said "We sing contemporary
gospel and the songs arc
selected by the members of
the group." Their numbers
include Lord. Take my Life
and I Want to be Your Child.
"We're trying to develop
our own sound, and our own
style, to be somewhat unique." The Singers do not try
to model themselves after any
established performers. They
tailor their material to fit their
own, particular sound. Edwards said. "The songs we
select we re-arrange to approximate what we are."
THE GROUP performs reg
ularly. "We sing at various
churches,
functions.
and
whenever people want us to
sing," she said On Feb. 26
they sang in the University
Cafeteria at a benefit concert.
"We have sung at the differ
ent churches here in Davton.

and we did an engagement for
Black History Week for the
Bolinga Center, and one at
WPAFB."
"Clarence C'lenimers, our
parlimentarian, wanted to initiate a yearly songfest for
February, and this is the firsl
year for it." she said. Sunday's concert featured the
Singers and other groups from
the Dayton area
"The money raised from it
will go for our big songfest in
May, where groups are coming in from various cities to

put on a concert. They are
requesting traveling fees, so
we have been raising money
to promote this program for
May." Edwards explained.
COMING L'P will be their
big concert in May. and a
possible trip to new York.
"We are tentatively scheduled to go to New York with the
Richmond Revelations in April
or May." Edwards said. " W e
will be doing various charity
concerts for various programs."

Best offer

Plunder up for sale
By JODIE VL'CKOVICH
Guardian Special Writer
Steve Bissett. winner of the
three minute shopping spree
through the bookstore, is trying
to unload some of his loot.
Bissett. with the help of his
brother Scott and his finance
Linda Kordenat, filled out more
than 1.600 entry blanks in the
hopes of winning the contest that
entitled him to grab all the
merchandise he could carry from
the shelves in three minutes

ety of foods: variations of hamburgers, fish sandwiches, chicken, french fries, onion rings,
pies, and their newest addition is
sundaes. They will specialize an
order; however, one member of
our party waited five minutes for
his two cheeseburgers without
pickles.

plunder but he says he can wait
because "some of the Math
books wouldn't interest everybody." Bissett hopes to sell most of
his books at the beginning of
next quarter.

UNTIL THE time when all
books are sold. Bissett is posting
lists of books for sale and keeping them up to date so that
students interested won't have to
waste their time calling about
books already sold.
Bissett also feels one of the
reasons few people have not
"I HAD to keep telling myself taken up his offers on the hooks
I was going to win" claims is because they fail to see the
Bissett who spent cverv night for fine print on the signs that says
about a week filling out entry- he will take best offers. Also,
blanks After the first few hun- quite a few of his signs have
dred he figured he might as well been torn down or have fallen
do as manv as he could to get the off.
best shot at winning.
On medical equipment he reMost of the books he grabbed
were medical and math texts. ceived. Bissett says he might
The medical books and equip- have to wait a few quarters to
ment were mainly for his fiancee sell, but he wasn't going to sell
who is a nursing major at WSU. them cheap just to get rid of
But. alot of the things he grabb- them "Like the J150 diagnostic
set I might have to hold on to
ed are now for sale.
He has sold little of the that for a vear until I sell i t "
SSSSBND

JOIN

One of the best features of
McDonald's menu is the prices.
My filet-o-fish sandwich (65
cents including tartar sauce) was
piping hot. and the bun was
fresh. Hamburgers are 35 cents,
and cheeseburgers go for 40
cents. Perhaps, that is why the
national chain boasts over 25
billion hamburgers sold.
ONE MEMBER of our party,
who shall be called The Klutz.

ordered a Big Mac (80 cents). It
was so stuffed with lettuce thai
as The Klutz bit into it, the layer
of special sauce, lettuce, onion,
and pickle fell to the flooi. It was
also this same fellow who almost
broke his back while ordering hi?
food.
All McDonald's Restaurants
have reputations for being very
clean. While a girl was mopping
the floor. The Klutz slipped on
the wet tile.
McDonald's chicken is crispier
than the lapels on Colonel Sand
er's suit. Instead of being "finger lickin' good." it is "table
lickin' good" because that is
what one member of our party
did in order to get all of the little
(See •MCDONALDS,- page 7)
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TO THE Friday night lady
jogger, who was wearing cutoff jeans. T-shirt, and blue
with polda-dot scarf. 1 was
talking to you last Friday
night (2/17) at about 9 p.m. in
the Med school tunnel about
jogging arid racquetball. but
you left before I knew your
name. Meet me at the main
entrance to the Crock Pot at 2
p.m. Thursday to discuss the
possibility of jogging together. If this time is inconvienent
put a note in mailbox 0305
suggesting another time and
place.
QUICK! GET the sandman
while he's weaponless. KayCee. 2-23
THREE CHEERS for UCB
Star Trek Club says thanks
and much appreciation for
showing Fantastic Planet and
Wizards. 2-23

Daily (ftuarbian

Classified A ds|

For Sale
FOR SALE: World Book fcncyclopedia sale!! Unused 1177
eds $90 off 1978 price 1978
cd. now $364. Buy these
unused 1977 eds. for only
$274. Contact Elmer J. Sharp,
mailbox A9I or phone 1-51384.1 4206. 2-23
DIVERS: White stag scuba
diving suit used only two
times in excellent condition
small si/e to fit average build
1.10-140 pounds. $150. Call
,2-5.198 or leave note in box
N341. 2-20
UPRIGHT PIANO Older model but still has a few good
tunes left in it. Excellent for
beginners $|75. 222-5.198 or
Ho* N.14I. 2 20

Automotive
I OK SAI.I '75 Yamaha HI)
.150. Ex. condition, km mi.
niusi sec to appreciate, give
offer. will sacrifice. 878-3627.

2-20

FOR SAII 1972 I>u*tcr. 340.
1 spd . dual exhaust, body
fair, INI lair. runs good.
74,000. Must sell $"00. Call
K7JS owe). 2 - 2 3

FOR SALE: '7-1 Mach 2 Mus
tang 6 cyl. EM Uuad $1,500.
Will negotiate, call after 5
p.m. 274 .1184 . 2-23
EOK SAI I VW Engine I2IKI
cc t> volt 35.000 mi. new
muffler included. Excellent
running condition. $150.00
firm 8*9-5980. Also Paris for
t>8 Bug. 2-28
FOR SAIL: 1967 VW Sedan,
good running car. new generater riient rune up. very
d< peti.iabltransportation,
leave name and number in
box < 24" 2 28
EOK SAI El: 1969 Firebird,
black with black interior, 350
V H. automatic, high performance tune up. headers, thrush
mufflers, positraction rear
end. air shocks, E 7 0 \ on
front, G bti's on rear, ET
wheels, slight front end damage. rear window defogger.
Panasonic EM 8-track stereo.
2 Jensen Co-Axial speakers.
$700.00 837 1852. 2 28
FOR SAIL.
Valiant,
good condition, low mileage,
new battery and distributor.
$450 Must sell. 433-1776 after 7 p.m. 2-24
'OK SALE 69 VW Good
running condition, low gas
mileage, excellent transportation tor commuter. $425. Call
878-3347 2-24

Help Wanted
WANTED: Waiters and waitresses for lunch and/or din
ner Please apply at Dayton
Kacquet Club 29th floor Winters Tower 3 2 3 8

LOOKING FOR A SUMMER
JOB? We arc interested in
people with the following
skills: water safety instructor,
physical e jcation or recrea
tion.
camp
counselling,
and or outdoor education.
Contact Fred Brown or Lynn
Rector, at 46I-5S50. for an
application. 2-24-3-10
HELP WANTED: Start im
mediately, processing blood
j specimens. Mori.. Tues . Fri..
I at 5 p.m.-II p m Minimum
; wage. Call 223-2700. Charme
DcVinc for more information.
' 2-28
j HEl P WANTED: Live-in male
[ or female attendant for disai ble person who works at base.
I Offer room and board. Must
| be dependable, responsible
and have own transportation.
• No experience necessary.
'I ( lose to WSU and WPAFB.
j (all Kick between 7.8 p.m.
! Mon.-Fri. 233-1883 or leave
j note in CI58 Allvn. 2-24
I WWSU Kadio needs your time
! and talent! WWSU is now
j accepting applications for disc
I jockeys, news personnel and
' office help. If you're interestI cd. drop by our studios at 044
i U.C. and pick up an application. 2-23
HEl!' WANTED: Linking for
a part-time job. a place to
live, and good work experi
ence too? 16 hours per week.
| $2.75 per hour for a male
attendant to provide an accounting student with daily
' assistance in dressing, pcr1 sonal hygiene, transportation,
meals, and weekly assistance
I with loundry and light bouse: keeping Will train. Share a
I nice apartment close to WSU
j Call Bob at 878-2129 or leave
' note in box X506. 2-28
HEl I' WANTED: Clerk Typist
j wanted every Sat. 8 a.m. 6
j p.m. Minimum wage. Call
:
223-2700, Charme DcVinc for
| more information. 2 28

Wanted

WANTED: Responsible, ma
ture female to share my apartment. Pool, dishwasher, new
shag carpeting-modem, but
economical!. Call 254 6896.
evenings. 2-23
NEED FEMALE roommate to
••hare apartment at Bonnie
Villa? Call 426-5577. 2-23
ROOMS Roommate wanted.
Bonnie Villa -sitbin walking
distance of WSU. Reasonable
(•rice; ' i shaie of utilitltS.
( all 426-9564 ask for Melody
or Trary. 2-28
YOUNG MALE full blooded,
tier man Shepherd-free to acceptable h'vmr Call 2*4.7J76
or 277.-32.), 2 24
WILL DO typing. 75 cents per
page. For more information,
call 879-2851 2-24-3-.10
Will. DO typing, term papers
etc. Have IBM selectronie.
878-3110. 2-24

Lost & Found
j
j
i
I

LOST AND FOUND: Lost, a
pair of eve glasses in a brown
case. If found contact at Hamilton Hall 314A. 2-20

| LOST AND FOUND: Lost.
| Biology book. Title: inventebrate Zoology . Author-Baivles. II found, please contact
! mailbox G185, 2-28

jhare a Ride
PICK STEVEN Duckcr up at
Yale Industries: 2725 Needmore Road at 8:00 a.m. on
Monday thru Friday. Return
after 2:30 p.m. each day.
Nccdmore Road is in Dayton.
Call 222-1671. 2-23

HAPPY BIRTHDAY M. S G
Keep pouring the salt!-one of
vour sisters. 2-20
MY DEAR B.A.P.P.: I love
vou. Want an M.R.S. degree?
Yours L A P P. 2-28

Miscellaneous

THE MEN of Kappa Tau
would like to thank the fine
ladies of Phi Mu Sorority for
the excellent evening Friday.
We all partied hardy and
almost danceo till dawn. It
was sure a night to remember. There's only one thing.
When arc we gonna do it
again? Hopefully soon! We
love vou all! 2-23
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
Beta Phi Omega's new members; Don Voegringer. Gary
Vochringer. Mark Shaner and
Drum and McLaughlin Welcome to the best on campus.
The Men of Beta Dhi Omega.
2-24

RUGBY! IT's that time again!
All able-bodied mer wishing
to join in the nob'.c sport of
rugby, please contact Dave
Farmer in the Rathskellar or
Dan Miracle at the Rat or
mailbox A260. 2-23
STAR TREK Club meetings
Monday's 2-4, room 228. Millet! Hall. 2-23
WHO CAN help you untangle
vour university problems? The
Ombudsman can! Stop by our
office in 142 Allvn Hall. 2-23
SADAT MADE it to Israel...
HOW ABOUT YOU? Israeli
Government offers subsidized
trips. Israel Programs. 1580
Summit.
Cincinnati.
OH
452.17. (513 ) 761-7500. 12-223-10

THE UNIVERSITY Center
Board is having a Euchre
Tourney on March 4, in 041
and 045 U.C. cost is $1.00.
Sign up at the Hollow Tree.
023 U.C. 2-28

Personals

TO THE ladies of Phi Mu
sorority-Thanks for a really
great >arty. Hope to do it
again real soon. The Brothers
ef Beta Theta Pi. 2-28

TO PLUNK: Wo heard your
11 of 12 story and we know its
crock cause you are definitely
no superstar Jock. Signed, the
Basketball Phantom. 2-24

ATTENTION ALPHA Xi's:
Prepare! The Betas are ready
to party down. Put on your
boogie shoes. The Brothers of
Beta Theta Pi. 2-28

WHERE IS Dead? This is a
question a young ,("rl asked as
her young brother/playmate
is killed in an acridem. I am
sure many ov us have asf.ed
the • w e

EVERYBODY, Party before,
party after and at half time.
Get rowdie. This Saturday.
7 30 at the P E. Building. Its
tree! Be there. Aloha. Moi.
2-28
YOU'RE IN nibble now.
Francis! 2-23

q u e s t i o n . CORK A

see how she searches for ways
to deal wit!, death. 2-24
FOR RANSOM Two Gitfk
letters. Will make great monograms for your room if your
name is Phred i spelled with a
Phi) or Mary Demands includi a party with the sorority
Irom which we cinched the
letters from in the first place.
Interested? Let us know . Details and more demands later
signed, the Koosbanian Foobs
2-23
WK' S11IKS: Thank you very
much for the Valentine and.
candy, four though fulness is
greatly appreciated Th.'nks,
Karen. 2-20

KATHY SHAFER: You have
been a great social chmrper.on and a good friend. Con
gratulations on winning a
Golden Crest Award 2-20
TO THE brother of Alpha
Gainma: Thanks for the great
party Sat. night From Sisters
«' Phi Mu. 2 20

|

THE SANDMAN is weaponless' Death to Francis 5. 2-24

CAPTAIN SANDMAN. Sir: I
have found it to be a fact that
raiding parties are incapable
of operating without the appropriate weaponry. It would
be greatly appreciated if you
would see to the solution of
this problem. Thank you. Pucky. 2-23
TO PUCKY: Beware of carrot
wine. Its to strong for mouse
beavers. The S.M. 2-24
) THE CAPTAIN demoted to
ensign? Interesting! Kav-Cee.
2-24
PHYLLIS BAKER: Congratulations on winning your Delta
Zeta Golden Crest Award.
Your hard world is sincerely
appreciated by all. Karen.
2 20
•EWARE
RUNNERS the
sandman is on Jhe loose, so
RUN! 2-24
TO THE brothers of Phi Kappa Tau: Thanks again for the
fantr-.tic party Friday night.
Let's do it again soon. Love,
he sisters of Phi Mu. 2-23
LORD AMBERLIN, has been
seen keeping close company
with remote 6! 2-23
I WOULD like to thank the
person who found my class
ring in the library rest room.
2-28
THE PARTY was fun. the
hotel was great, the Alpna
Xi's and Sig Eps really rate!!!
BGSl' will never be the same.
Love-C. J. S. anc B. 2-20
JE VEUX tu dejeuner avec
moi et parler un peu de
Fracais. Plaire. 2-23
IIZZ: Welcome to WSU. if
you thought today was fun
wait till tonight! Je t'aime. Ich
liebe dich WCIS? Love Bj.
2-28
IN MEMORY of "Crash"
Carter, who has gone to the
tricycle repair shot in the sky.
At great personal sacrifice
warned us all that rubber
duckies case cancer, only to
be cut down in his witty,
intelligent, and handsome
youth. May he rest in peace
and may his tricycle never
rust. 3-2
1 0 THE men of Phi Kappa
Tau: You re paddle is further
trom your heart thar you'd
dream! 3-2
JE VEUX bien dejeuner et
parler auec vous. mais j'ai
perdu votre numbero de telephone. Je suis libre lun..
rxvir . et ven., de 10 a 12 et
apres 14. Laissez moi un mot
dans ma boite a lettre. R598.
3-2
DON'T MISS the UCB Coffee
House this Sunday. Mon. 5.
Held in the lower Hearth
Lounge Exotic coffees! Pastries! Music! 3-2
FREE PUPPIES, black and
white and calico fuzzy puppies
of mixed breed. Have been
wormed and had temporary
distemper shots. They are
friendly, cuddly, good listeners and need lots o( TIC. Call
233-8881. j-2
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UD's women roundballers best WSU Raiders
By JEFF KEENER
Guardian Sports Write

A full-court man-t nan press
and a lot of bench gave the
University of Dayton's women's
team a 77-71 victory over Wright
State Tuesday night. UD. the
state's top rated small college
team, scrambled late in the
second-half behind the outstanding performance of Beverly Crusoe to win the contest.
WSU. now 10-10 handled th.
press well, but the Raiders knew
before the game UD would be a
tough opponent.
"DAYTON FINISHED ninth in
the nation last year." explained
WSU Coach Pat Davis. "The
eiperience they gained last year
makes this year's team better.
UD has all the tools, size.

quickness, and a full and capable
bench."
Davis's ntention was to con
tml the tempo of the game Davis
said, "We wanted to stop Ann
Myers-UD's top gunner and run
our offense to get good shots."
The game plan called for WSU
to use a jone with more pressure
applied toward Myers. Myers,
who needed only 24 points to
break the 1000 career-point barrier, suffered because of it all
night long. The sophomore hit a
dismal 4 out of 13 field goals
attempts.
ON MOST nights, stopping
Myers would have been enough
to ensure a UD defeat but not
Tuesday night. Not even the UD
fans expected what they were
treated to. In what must be
called the best single effort this

MacDonald's —
For dessert three of us had
(continued from page 5)
crisp pieces that broke off the a delicious hot apple pie while
The Klutz inhaled McDonald's
chicken as she bit into it.
AI.L FOUR of us ordered newest item, a hot fudge sundae
THE McDONALD'S on Wit
french fries. They were a little
too greasy; obviously, they had mington Pike is a very nice,
been standing long. Yet. they pleasant restaurant; that description is probably true for all
were edible.
Unfortunately.
McDonald's McDonald's worldwide. With its
has no wine list, but it does offer moderate prices, its a restaurant
fruit juices if you insist on an for families and students with
little spending money and for
appetizer.
I was beginning to think The cheap dates.
Everyone in our party was
Klutz had a deformed straw
because everytime he took a satisfied with their meals and
drink the straw would go into his had an enjoyable evening. But as
nostril, and he'd almost drown. diners know, a meal isn't just
After the third time this happen- what you eat, but with whom you
ed. 1 realized that it was his fault eat it. I too would have had a
great time at McDonald's if it
and not the straw's.
THE KLUTZ also had trouble had not have been for that damn
Klutz sitting to my right.
openingthe foil packet of ketchup
He squirted it on my sleeve RATING
PRICE
RANGE cheap to moderseveral times.
McDonald's shakes are excel- ate (typical meal-two hamburlent. Aside form the usual vanil- gers, small fries and soft drink
la, chocolate, and strawberry, around 1.351
thev also feature mini, banana, HOURS Monday-Thursday 6:30
and orange shakes at various a.m.-11 p.m. Fridays-Saturdays
times in the year. Their coffee 6:30 a.m.-12 midnight. Sundays
was too weak for my preference, 7 * m.-!2 midnight.
but after The Klutz knocked it NO MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
OR
RESERVA
over. I didn't i'ave to drink it ACCEPTED
HONS TAKEN
anvwav.

THE NEWEST,
PINKEST PA»iTHEH
OF A l l !

season in the WSU Physical
Education Building. UD's Beverly Crusoe put on a show.
In a-ldition to scoring 26
points. 18 at the half. Ci-usoe led
all rebounders with 20. Crusoe
was singly responsible for UD's
34-28 lesd of the first half. She
blocked shots, made steals, and
always seemed to be in the right
place at the right time.
WSU stayed close at the half
behind the balanced scoring of
Krista Jones and Cindy Mercer,
who scored 8 apiece, while Kim
Williamson had 6. WSU outshot
the Flyers before the intermission but 11 Raider turnovers
gave UD the momentum it needed to capture the lead. The
Raider's led most of the firsthalf. last holding the lead with
5:11 remaining.

Emotions hit theii peak in the
game when, after an exchange of
baskets. WSU's Krista Jones
stole the ball. WSU methodically
moved up the floor where Helm
linger connected on .1 high arching 2S-footer. W S y s sudden
burst and Helmlinger's swisher
must have jolted the Flyers'
confidence. UD rushed down
court and threw up a shot which
missed everything except Helmlinger's arms. Helmlinger took
one dribble aad fired a beautiful
court-length pass where Williamson put WSU in the lead. 53-51.

ALTHOUGH WSU drew first
blood the second half. UD quickly had an 8 point cushion. Two
steals, three UD turnovers and a
full-court pass of a rebound
quickly put WSU in the thick of it
with 12 minutes remaining.
Mercer s twisting lay-up started it all with the Raider's behind

THE RAIDERS' hopes of victory were short lived. UD's Bev
Crusoe, who had been sitting out
because of foul trouble, returned
to ;he floor. It took Crusoe 18
seconds to score 5 points and
WSU's hopes of a victory.
Trailing 77-63 with only 1:54
remaining, Mercer fouled out. At

r

49-43. Williamson's interception (his point, most teams would have
on the insuing fast break. Soph- folded but not WSU. Tired and
omore Jane Elzroth then got into worn out, the Raider's showed
the act by hitting a fall-away their desire by making a run at
jumper to bring the Raider's UD. WSU scored the last bucket
within 49-4?^
with onlv 4 seconds on the dock.

i •*

X

Jayne Helmlinger captured
WSU scoring honors with 17
while Cindy Mercer chipped in
i4 Senior Kim Williamson, playing her last game for WSU, went
out a winner by scoring 13 points
on an outstanding 6 of 9 field
goal attempts.
ACCORDING TO Davis. "It is
never good to lose, but we never
gave up. This is a young team
and they showed their maturity
during the entire game. I'm
proud of the way we played. We
have nothing to be ashamed of,
UD is one of the tougher schools
we play all season "
Looking back at the game
WSU lost it from the free throw
line where l!D hit 21 out of 31.
WSU only connected on 13 out of
17.

v\
).
•V

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
ASSETS
Cash
Investments
Loans to Members
Accrued Interest on Investments
Equipment
Other Assets

December 31, 117?
$ 675.421
23,051.840
83.186,443
490.79?
118.260
48.724

December 31, 1976
$ 233,334
24.234,046
62.082,??6
493.859
100.424
4.M23
$87,187,862

Increase
(Decrease )
$ 442,087
(1,182,206)
21.I0J.66''
(1.062)
17.836
5.301
$20 »SJ.t>2.1

LIABILITIES
Share Deposits
Sotes Payable
Other Liabilities
Specifk Reserves
Retained Earnings

$ 95,304,135
3,965,000
1.494 8%
5,503,264
1.304.190
$107.571.4H5

$8(1 142.270
-01.28ti,b'0
4.676,635
1.082.28?
$8017.861

$15,161,865
3.965.000
208,226
826.629
221.903
$ 20.383 ,f.23

DIRECTORS

John J. Kreltzer, President
Peter I. Pointer. Vice President
Dwight 11. Kemp. Treasurer
Paul L. Hendricks. Secretary
Meyer H. Dreety. Assistant
Frieda L. Irgien/a. Assistant
Treasurer
Secre:a!y
Alton W. Brisbane. Direct-.tr
Capt. Robert L. Hays. Director
Dr. Brian A. Maris, Director
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John B. Kvar.s. Substitute
Herman isasper. Substitute

Irvin D. Mills. Chairman
Joseph E. Cattes. Secretary
William T. Chancev

William J. ZamK'rlan. Substitute

Barry W Hatfield. Substitute
Howard marks. Substitute

OFFICE MANAGEMENT

Byron C. Starr, General Manage
William C. Phelps. Operations
Harold D. Vunee. Assistant ManManager
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Richard W Brockert, Collection
Jerry Gribler, Controller
Manager
William L. Myers. Loan Manage:
Michael H. Sobocienski. Market
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John J. Ward. Special Service
Manager
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Ruth Harrison. Office Manager.
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Raider's fresh star interests go beyond sports
By KIM COOKE
Guardian Special Writer

it often seems that sports are
the only interests of athletes
whether they be basketball players. baseball players, swimmers,
or wrestlers. Not so with Eddie
Crowe, freshmen star roundballer for the Wright State Raiders.
One of several newcomers to
the 12-unit team lead by Head
Coach Marcus Jackson and Assistant Coaches Jerry Holbrook
and Jim Brown. Crowe originates
from Carlisle, a small rural town
about 30 miles from WSU.
Crowe and his teammates are
basketball players, but they are
more than that, they are people.
Crowe admits. "I really enjoy
being a basketball player, but 1
don't consider myself any better
than other people just because of
what I am Basketball is fun and
it's nice to have the status. I
don't mind that.
CROWE SAID he came to
WSU for a variety of reasons. He
was interested in the academic
qualities the school had to offer
and the nearness of the college to
his home.
The coaches showed a great
deal of Interest in him and after
talking to them he was impressed. not only with them, but with
what they had to offer. They told
him the* needed a point guard
for the WSU team and that he
would have a good chance for a
starting position. He said he
would have the opportunity to
play more, here at Wright State,
than he would il he had accepted

one of the other offers he receiv
ed from larger universities or
colleges. His overall impression of
WSU convinced him that this
school would be the best choice.
He now feels satisfied with the
choice he made.
"EVEN THOUGH you don't
go to as many classes, they're a
lot harder and it's more work.
You have to give more effort than
in high school. College life has
Hugh! me a lot. I'm still the
same person 1 was last year but it
has a way of awakening you. It
hasn't changed my outlook on
life or my attitudes but it has
tajght me some things and
wisened me up. You gain more
knowledge about all kinds of
different things."
Crowe's family plays an important part in his life and can
often be seen at WSU basketball
games, cheering him to victory.
A younger brother, Timmy. 14,
who bears a remarkably close
resemblance to Eddie, wants to
follow in the footsteps of his
older brother, just as Eddie did
with his older brother. No doubt.
Eddie has set a good example by
carrying a .1 7 grade point average his senior year in high
school and graduating as salutatorian of his ISO member class,
not to mention displaying tremendous basketball ability.
There are a lot of pressures
involved during the hectic season
for roundballers. but Crowe believes if a person is organized
and stays on top of things, they
can make out all right. Pressures
from mining the two-basketball

and studies— can get to one. but
only if the person lets them, he
said. "You just have to do the
best vou can.
ACCORDING TO Crowe, as far
as studies are concerned, most of
the profer.sors are understanding
and helpful, easing some of the
strain which might otherwise
result.
But. on the basketball court,
it's a *'• erent story. "When you
arcuMtt there playing, you block
everything else out of your mind
and concentrate just on basketball." Crowe does his best to
stay calm and keep his cool while
out on the court. "You're out
there to play ball and it does no
good to get upset. You can't let
your mistakes get to you. you
have to keep going on."
As a result of so much time
spent together. Crowe feels the
team members arc close and get
along well. "This team could
really be considered a team, in
every sense of the word."
THE PLAYERS sometimes
tease Crowe about his country or
"hillbilly" origins and about his
sho« hairstyle, but he takes it in
stride and says "they don't really
know Carlisle. It's not at all like
that." Concerning his hairstyle.
"I don't like hair flying around in
my face while I'm trying to
play."
Also. Crowe feels the coaches
take quite an interest in the team
members as individuals and not
solely as basketball players. They
keep up on the progress each one
is making with their studies and

IM and recreation programs on slate
B> MICHAEL FENDER
Guardian Special W riter
The University is again offering a lull slate of intramural and
recreational programs Spring
quarter.
according to Ken
Knight, assistant director of Intramural Sports
"We will l>e offering 12 activities this spring, including the
new Indoor Decathlon." Knight
mentioned. The Decathlon will
be composed of 10 events, such
as basketball and archery.
SOFTBALL, the most popular
intramural sports, will also be on
the schedule this spring. last
year 41 co-recreational and
men's teams competed. Knight
said.
Campus recreation facilities,
including the gyms, pools, and
playing fields, will be available
under the open recreation schedule.
A number of sports clubs will
alio be in action this spring.
Knight said.

Rastas

(continued from page 4)
the punks and rastas-though
their American counter parts are
somewhat more highly esteemed--or what they say and how
they say it. But it certainly
shauld be comforting to Devonia
and the rest of us who are
romantic about the Rock Music's
power to "change the world" (as
Graham Ni>sh would say) that
they find it necessary to say
something.

STUDENTS INTERESTED in
any of the intramural-recreational sports or sports clubs should
contact the Intramural Sports
Office in the I'.E. Building or call
8T3-2771.
The Greene County Recreation
and Parks Department will also
have a number of programs of
interest to students this spring.
Slimnastics and yoga classes

for women are being offered in
both Beaverereek and Fairborn.
lennis lessons will be given at
the Xenia Fairgrounds Recreation Center.
ON MEMORIAL DAY. the
Xenia and Fairborn pools will
open to the public, and the
department also has canoes
available lo special groups for
use on the Little Miami.

they try to help out with problems on and off the court.
When asked about Eddie's
effort and progress since coming
to Wright State. Brown replied.
"Eddie wasn't necessarily blessed with a lot of natural basketball
ability. He's had to work to get
where he is now. He has a
tremendous future ahead of him.
Eddie is the type of kid who isn't
satisfied with what he has accomplished so far. he's not satisfied
with mediocrity. He wants to be
the best."
For relaxation. Crowe likes to
watch TV and go home to visit
with his family, friends, and
girlfriend. During the season
though, there is not much time to
do anyihing else but study and
play basketball.
CROWE SAID his main goal in
life is "to live the good life and
live the best 1 can. That's not
meaning lots of money or living
high. but. as a person, to do the
best 1 can." He plans to go into
secondary education/math and
coaching and hopes "to help
others by teaching and reaching.
The team goal this year was to

. Eddie Crowe
make the NCAA, now- we can
only make it out goal for next
year."
Both Crowe and the team have
other goals and ambitions besides sports. "We're not out just
for the sport aspect of it. A1
McGee has goals to be a doctor,
and so does Jeff Bragg. Bob
Cook is into business, wanting to
do well in that."
It is evident that basketball is
an important, but not the only,
aspect of Eddie Crowe's life.
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EL GRECO'S PIZZA VILLA
MEXICAN FOOD SDECIAL
BURRITTOS, 10C OFF
with this coupon
offer expires Marc!; 10
3976 Salem 278-3344
5627 Old Troy Pike 236-1872
237 North Main Street
Centerville 433-4422

SUN. MARCH 5

Little Art Theatre
MARCH 2-8
Thurs Sat 2 Boga r t Classics
7 pin
MALTESE FALCON
with Peter Lorre and Sydney Greenstreei
9 pm THE PETRIFIED FOREST
with Bette Davis and Leslie Howard
Sun-Tues ?&9
PERSONA
A film by ti:gmar Bergman,
starring Liv Ullman Bibi Anderwn
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